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What is Landscape 
Astrophotography?

 Astrophotography – images of the 
sky at night

 Landscape – stuff on the ground

 Combine the two into a hopefully 
interesting image!





Wally Pacholka

 The “godfather” of landscape 
astrophotography

 Gave up being an accountant in the 
1990s

 Popularized 
• the genre itself 
• and how to do it

 www.astropics.com



Safety

 Most likely alone, outdoors, at night

 Take sensible precautions
• Be familiar with area, in daytime
• Ideally easy, straightforward access
• Use hiking poles
• Use headlamp
• Contact at home



Photography Challenges

 Milky Way vs Star Trails
 Milky Way

• Dim objects = high iso, long exp=noise
• Stars move = constraint on exp time
• Need lots of light in short time
• But wide aperture = shorter DoF

 Star Trails
• Very long exposures=noise
• But wide aperture = shorter DoF



Equipment

 Low noise body

 Very fast lens
• Ideal for me = 24mm fixed F1.4
• Other fixed lens



Lenses

 28mm F1.8
 50 mm F1.8      lowest cost
 50mm F1.4
 24mm F1.4
 20mm F1.4

 Must have focus scale, to manually 
focus



Equipment -- Other

 Tripod
 Intervalometer, cable release
 Light pollution filter, e.g. Hoya 

Starscape
 Headlamp, with red bulb
 Warm, layered clothing
 Hiking poles



Focus

 Your biggest problem

 Live view, zoomed
 Stars must be points, not discs

 Focus during daytime and memorize, 
mark, or shoot pix with your phone

 Reset at night



Lighting the Foreground
 None

• There will be some ambient light
• But not a lot
• Noise

 Use the moon

 Light painting (headlamp, flashlight, 
LED array)









Planning Your Shots
 Use of moon to light foreground?
 Where in sky will Milky Way be?
 Where will landscape stuff be in 

relation to Milky Way or North Star?

 Tools
• Google earth
• Photographer’s Ephemeris
• PhotoPills
• Maps



Camera Settings -- General

 Wide aperture
 WB = whatever floats your boat (I 

usually use Daylight, and tweak in 
post)

 RAW + JPEG max res
• In camera noise reduction seems to work better with jpeg
• But want RAW files, too

 High ISO noise reduction
 Long exposure noise reduction (can’t 

use for stacked star trails)



Camera Settings

 Milky Way
• Iso = 2500 to 3200
• F1.6/1.8 (on F1.4 lens)
• Shutter = 15 to 20 seconds

 Star Trails
• Iso =200 to 500
• F2.8 to F5.6
• Shutter = 2 minutes, stack as many as 

you want



Post Production – Milky Way

 De noise (try topaz DeNoise AI)
 Play with White Balance (in LR you 

could use different WBs for sky and 
foreground)

 Darken sky with Adjustment Brush
 Brighten stars with Curves



Post Production – Star Trails
 Stack your exposures (Starstax, 

ImageStacker), to get longer trails

 Then same as with Milky Way
• De noise
• Play with White Balance (in LR you 

could use different WBs for sky and 
foreground)

• Darken sky with Adjustment Brush
• Brighten stars with Curves



Workflow

 Figure out a composition
 Determine date and time

• Moon % full, azimuth
• Position of Milky Way

 Shoot a dark frame
 Make captures, possibly including 

separate exposure for foreground
 Post production



Other Stuff

 Motorized mounts

 Someone, please 
borrow this!



Other Stuff, continued

 Compositing

 You will probably be doing some of 
this, so brush up if you need to



Examples and Discussion











Case Study – A Milky Way 
Image in Newbury Park

 Considerations:

 What time will milky way core be “up”?
 What compass direction will the “core” be in?
 Where will I shoot from – light pollution?
 How can I light a distant foreground?
 Will skies be clear?

 Most important -- how much do I really want to 
get up at 2:00am?



This moves

Milky way core

Numerical info



In The Field

 Composition

 “Normal” rules still important!
 Look for a strong land foreground 

element, to compliment the stars
 Make sure the image has “balance”



Provides balance

Core could have 
been lower, but in 
effective compass 
direction

Strong, well lit foreground object

Heavy light 
pollution here



More Resources

 “Under the Night Sky”, by me

 Collier’s Guide to Night Photography, 
by Grant Collier

 “From Dusk to  Dawn” by Glenn 
Randal  (my current bible!)



The End

 Questions

 Next steps





Photographing the Moon



Photographing the Moon

 Why?

 Things you might not know about the 
moon, that are important for 
photography

 Composition considerations

 Possible camera setups



Why Photograph the Moon?

 It’s pretty

 Can add a nice element to an image

 Can be a  good photo learning 
experience



Two Things You Might Not Realize 
About the Moon

 It’s very small









Two Things You Might Not Realize 
About the Moon

 It’s very small

 It’s very bright



More Things……….
 The moon rises about an hour later 

each night
 The full moon rises and sets on an 

azimuth 180 degrees opposite the 
same day’s sunrise/sunset

 The moon has a 27.5 day orbital 
period

 It moves through its own diameter 
every 5 minutes (constraint on 
exposure time)



Two Key Camera Setup Issues

 Depth of field

 Exposure



Camera Setup -- DoF

 Recall that the moon is small

 Bigger moon = longer lens

 But we usually need a foreground 
object…..….and that puts us into a 
demanding hyperfocal situation



Example

 F11
 300mm
 Hyperfocal point = 825 feet
 Far = infinity
 Near = 430 feet



Example, continued

 So we need a fairly distant 
foreground object….

 ….and it needs to be fairly large







Camera Setup -- Exposure

 Recall that the moon is bright

 But it’s usually going to be at least 
somewhat dark out side, creating a 
wide dynamic range



Solutions

 HDR
 ND grad filter
 Paint a bright exposure into a dark 

exposure
 Photograph the day before the full 

moon when it will still be relatively 
bright outside



Day before Full 
Moon

About 30 mins
after sunset





Key Planning Tool

 The Photographer’s Ephemeris

 Mash up of an ephemeris and Google 
Earth
• Rise/set times/dates
• % full
• Rise/set azimuth
• Map, to plan composition



So………..

 Find a nice composition with a 
distinctive foreground element

 Pick your day/time carefully (try a 
setting moon, too)

 Think thru your camera setup

 Enjoy the moon!




